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Synopsis:

Michael and Janet bring Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, and Jason on a dangerous mission to the Bad Place.

Areas of concern for this episode:

Alcohol Reference

Alcohol Use

Brand Mention

Brand Visible

Celebrity Reference

Drug Use

Historical Reference

Industry Related

Language

Sexism

Sexual Dialogue

Sexual Harassment

Sexual Innuendo

Sexual Situation

Tobacco, Nicotine

Torture

Full Content Report:

Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, Janet, Jason, and Michael ride on a train car into the darkness of the
Bad Place to go see the Judge. Chidi and Eleanor are getting nervous, but Michael says this is
the only way. He says they're headed to the Neutral Zone, and there's an IHOP there. Jason
wants to get a Rooty Tooty Fresh & Fruity, but Michael says IHOP stands for Interdimensional
Hole Of Pancakes. "You don't eat these pancakes. They eat you." Michael explains the group

        Brand Mention
         Alcohol Reference



has to get to a portal in the middle of Bad Place Headquarters that will take them to the
Judge. The only way to get there is with a pin, which he wears on his lapel. He gives
everyone a Bad Place disguise while he uses the pin to access the portal. Jason says he hates
this plan and wants to make a Molotov cocktail and run through the portal. Chidi thinks they
should go with Michael's plan.

Opening credits.         

Tahani references a job she had with Baz Luhrmann as everyone puts on their Bad Place
costumes and works on cover identities. She thinks she could work at the hot dog factory, but
Michael says she needs to be more specific, since the Bad Place has nine hot dog torture
departments: "Making people into, stuffing people with..." Tahani asks, "Like stuffing them
into the throats of vegans?" Michael nods unconvincingly, "Yes. Throats." Jason decides he
works in the Molotov cocktail department. Chidi is nervous about lying. In character, Tahani
says, "Looks like he has a case of the Mondays. Pass the NASCAR ketchup!" Eleanor sits down
to talk to Chidi about his reservations about lying. She calls him a dumb-ass and says
sometimes lying is awesome. Chidi cites Kant, saying that lying is always wrong, but Eleanor
counters they'll be lying to demons who want to torture them. Chidi is adamant that he won't
lie.

        Brand Mention
         Torture

         Industry Related
         Alcohol Reference
         Language

         Celebrity Reference
         Sexual Innuendo

         Historical Reference

Janet gives Jason a briefcase to help with his disguise. He's pretending to be a businessman,
and rehearses, "I'll meet you at the martini store!" Michael tells Janet she needs to get into
character also. Tahani helps her practice being Bad Janet, mean and unhelpful. The train
arrives at Bad Place Headquarters. Michael coaches everyone to keep their heads down and
act unnatural. He has them all wait at the Museum Of Human Misery while he goes to get
more pins. He says it's the history of torture. Eleanor sees a display: "First person to floss in
an open-plan office." Michael tells everyone this is the safest place he could think to leave
them for now. Tahani finds another display: "First man to send an unsolicited picture of his
genitals." (Nothing shown.) Jason finds "First white person to grow dreadlocks and first
person to call Ultimate Frisbee 'ultimate.'" A door opens and a Bad Place waiter orders a Bad
Janet to set up. She says, "Why don't you roll off your mom and do it yourself?" He sees
Janet nearby and mistakes her for one of the many Bad Janets, recruiting her to help. Hiding,
Eleanor exclaims, "Son of a bitch!"

        Brand Mention
         Torture

         Sexual Dialogue
         Alcohol Reference

         Language

Break 1 @ 9:00.

Michael goes to see the Judge, who passes him a new brand of Axe, with Transformers scent:
"It makes you smell like Transformers movies make you feel." Michael says he still can't
believe those "jack-offs" got away. He makes a request for four pins, which the Judge denies.
He says there are already other plans.

        Brand Visible
         Brand Mention

         Language

Guests drink and smoke at the reception at the museum, as Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, and Jason
try to blend in. A waiter offers Chidi and Jason hellish appetizers: "Soul food from Maine,
bagels from Arkansas, Hawaiian pizza of course, and egg salad from a hospital vending
machine." A loud man named Chet (guest star Dax Shepard) recognizes Chidi as "Trent" and
greets him. Jason tells Chet his game is Molotov cocktails and he has a tattoo of David Blaine.
Chet gives him a "ball tap," which Jason thinks is hilarious. Chet says he worked with Trent in
partial decapitations. He says he joined a new department, Toxic Masculinity, where he
tortures internet trolls "in preparation for when Joe Francis, the Girls Gone Wild dude, gets
here" (to Hell). Chet introduces Jason and Chidi to his friend Dirk, who has a torture case he
can't crack, a guy named Brant who got tossed off Rob Gronkowski's party cruise for throwing
a lobster at a stripper and died trying to do a keg-stand in the back of a moving Jeep
Wrangler. Meanwhile, Tahani and Eleanor are at the bar, mingling. Tahani says she loves
shoving hot dogs into people but, "Once you've dogged every hole, you start to feel like
you're repeating yourself." Tahani whispers to Eleanor, "Hang out with Johnny Depp long
enough and you get pretty good at lying: 'No, your whole thing isn't exhausting at all...'"
Eleanor asks Janet to find out what this event is, and how long it'll go.

        Brand Mention
         Torture

         Tobacco, Nicotine
         Alcohol Use

         Industry Related (2)
         Sexual Dialogue

         Celebrity Reference

The Judge tells Michael, "I'm a naughty bitch," and brings him to a board room to explain he
sent a black ops team to Mindy's neighborhood to extract the four humans. Michael notes
that's illegal, but the Judge laughs at that, along with everyone else. Michael finds out his
neighborhood, his experiment, is going to become an exhibit at the museum, which is what
that reception is about.

        Language

Break 2 @ 13:00.



As people drink around them, Chidi finds Eleanor to tell her how those bro-demons want his
advice on how to torture someone. Jason is stalling them by ranking MMA ring girls with
them. Eleanor tells Chidi he needs to lie his ass off, like Tahani, who is heard saying she once
shoved a hot dog down John Wayne's throat. Eleanor says she even name-drops in Hell. Chidi
is panicking, but Eleanor points out sometimes lying is moral, invoking philosophy. "If your
mother gets sick, it's okay to cancel movie plans with a friend to see Chronicles of Riddick,
although Kant would say, 'Never break a promise. Doesn't matter if your mom gets lonely and
steals a bucket of Vicodin from the nurse's closet.'" She says they need to alter their ethics to
fit each situation. Chet comes over and tells Eleanor, "Damn... you got that good stank.
Smash you later." People continue to drink and smoke. Janet asks the snotty waiter, who she
calls Butt Ass, how much longer the party lasts. He says the exhibit will be unveiled in ten
minutes and then everyone will get drunk.

        Brand Mention (2)
         Torture

         Tobacco, Nicotine
         Alcohol Use

         Alcohol Reference
         Language

         Celebrity Reference
         Historical Reference
         Sexual Harassment

Michael listens in with the executives in the board room as the black ops team enters Mindy's
bedroom. Over radio (nothing is seen), Mandy is heard screaming, "Oh God, yes! Feels so
weird! Do some coke off my butt!" Mindy is there with Derek, who the black ops team refers
to as "an unknown male with a genital deformity." They say the four humans aren't there.
Michael runs off, just before the Judge notices he's gone.

        Sexual Situation
         Brand Mention

         Drug Use
         Sexual Dialogue

The Judge orders his people to find Michael, telling them where to search, and mentioning
torture chambers like spastic dentistry, disembowelment, children's dance recitals, and holiday
weekend IKEA.

        Brand Mention
         Industry Related

Chet tells Dirk he found Chidi "bird-dogging some tail." Chidi offers a new torture idea: "Give
the guy books." He says he once tortured a woman (Eleanor) who hated books by giving her
books. "Sometimes you got to think outside the bun." Dirk calls that a sick Taco Bell
reference. He then gives Dirk a ball tap as people drink and smoke around them. Dirk is
convinced. Janet comes over to collect Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, and Jason, hoping to get them
out before the exhibit is unveiled, but just then the curtain opens and Michael's neighborhood
is presented on stage, meaning replicas of the four of them. The experiment selected four
humans and had them torture each other. The replicas speak. The Fake Tahani says she has
enough jealousy to power Elon Musk's underwater mansion. Fake Chidi is comically indecisive.
Fake Eleanor announces she's empty inside. Fake Jason says, "Duhhhhh!" Michael comes in,
and Eleanor says he smells "loud and confusing." He says he has the pins, just as Chet starts
recognizing the replicas as people he's seen at the party. The Judge enters with his officers,
but Jason whips together a Molotov cocktail and tosses it so he and the others can escape.

        Brand Mention (3)
         Torture

         Alcohol Use
         Sexual Dialogue

         Celebrity Reference
         Sexism

Break 3 @ 20:00.

Michael gives Chidi, Tahani, and Jason their pins, and sends them into the portal. He can't
find the fourth pin. As the Judge and his officers arrive, Michael tells Eleanor he's decided to
sacrifice himself so she can escape, passing her his pin and pushing her into the portal.

        

End credits.         

Client-Specific Information:

Type Length

IHOP Brand Mention NA

Michael says they're headed to the Neutral Zone, and there's an IHOP there. Jason wants to get a Rooty Tooty Fresh & Fruity,
but Michael says IHOP stands for Interdimensional Hole Of Pancakes. "You don't eat these pancakes. They eat you."

NASCAR Brand Mention NA

Chidi is nervous about lying. In character, Tahani says, "Looks like he has a case of the Mondays. Pass the NASCAR ketchup!"

Frisbee Brand Mention NA

Jason finds "First white person to grow dredlocks and first person to call Ultimate Frisbee 'ultimate.'"

Axe Brand Visible 01:00

Michael goes to see the Judge, who passes him a new brand of Axe, with Transformers scent: "It makes you smell like



Transformers movies make you feel."

Transformers Brand Mention NA

Michael goes to see the Judge, who passes him a new brand of Axe, with Transformers scent: "It makes you smell like
Transformers movies make you feel."

Jeep Brand Mention NA

Chet introduces Jason and Chidi to his friend Dirk, who has a torture case he can't crack, a guy named Brant who got tossed off
Rob Gronkowski's party cruise for throwing a lobster at a stripper and died trying to do a kegstand in the back of a moving Jeep
Wrangler.

Universal Pictures Brand Mention NA

Eleanor points out that sometimes lying is moral, invoking philosophy. "If your mother gets sick, it's okay to cancel movie plans
with a friend to see Chronicles of Riddick, although Kant would say, 'Never break a promise.'"

Vicodin Brand Mention NA

Eleanor points out sometimes lying is moral, invoking philosophy. "Kant would say, 'Never break a promise. Doesn't matter if
your mom gets lonely and steals a bucket of Vicodin from the nurse's closet.'"

Coca-Cola Brand Mention NA

Cocaine referred to as "coke": Michael listens in with the executives in the board room as the black ops team enters Mindy's
bedroom. Over radio (nothing is seen), Mindy is heard screaming, "Oh God, yes! Feels so weird! Do some coke off my butt!"

IKEA Brand Mention NA

The Judge orders his people to find Michael, telling them where to search, and mentioning torture chambers like spastic
dentistry, disembowelment, children's dance recitals, and holiday weekend IKEA.

Taco Bell Brand Mention NA

Chet tells Dirk he found Chidi "bird-dogging some tail." Chidi offers a new torture idea: "Give the guy books." He says he once
tortured a woman (Eleanor) who hated books by giving her books. "Sometimes you got to think outside the bun." Dirk calls that
a sick Taco Bell reference.

Axe Brand Mention NA

Michael comes in, and Eleanor says he smells "loud and confusing."

Transformers Brand Mention NA

Michael comes in, and Eleanor says he smells "loud and confusing."

Food Industry Related NA

Tahani thinks she could work at the hot dog factory, but Michael says she needs to be more specific, since the Bad Place has
nine hot dog torture departments: "Making people into, stuffing people with..." Tahani asks, "Like stuffing them into the throats
of vegans?" Michael nods unconvincingly, "Yes. Throats."

Food Industry Related NA

A waiter offers Chidi and Jason hellish appetizers: "Soul food from Maine, bagels from Arkansas, Hawaiian pizza of course, and
egg salad from a hospital vending machine."

Food Industry Related NA

Tahani and Eleanor are at the bar, mingling. Tahani says she loves shoving hot dogs into people but, "Once you've dogged
every hole, you start to feel like you're repeating yourself."

Health Care Industry Related NA



The Judge orders his people to find Michael, telling them where to search, and mentioning torture chambers like spastic
dentistry.

Program Overview:

What comes after death? For Elanor, it's The Good Place, a Heaven-like reality for those who have lived a good life and helped
others. A place for the kind of person they mistake Elanor for being. Elanor, paired with her soul mate, has to find a way to fit in
or face eternal damnation.

Cast:

Eleanor Shellstrop, is mistaken for a lawyer who got people off of death row and now finds herself in The Good Place, and tries
to earn that distinction against all of her instincts. Played by Kristen Bell.

Michael, the architect of The Good Place, is unaware that he has made a mistake by allowing Eleanor to enter his domain.
Played by Ted Danson.

Chidi, Eleanor's soulmate, and someone who fully deserves to be in The Good Place. He is tasked with helping Eleanor fit in.
Played by William Jackson Harper.

Tahani Al-Jami, a goodie-two-shoes resident of The Good Place who gets on Eleanor's nerves. Played by Jameela Jamil.

Jianyu, a Buddhist monk who has taken a vow of silence, is Tahani's soulmate. Played by Manny Jacinto.

Janet Della-Denunzio, the information source for all residents of the Good Place. Played by D'Arcy Carden.

Contact: MIS screening department at (212) 329-2200 or miseast@misnyc.com
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